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Version
7.6.0-00

Description
This is the initial release of HP XP P9000 Command View Advanced Edition Software 7.6.0-00.
For details, see “Enhancements ” (page 3).
For previous behaviors resolved in this release, see “Fixes ” (page 5).
For potential updates to these release notes, check the HP XP P9000 Command View Advanced Edition
Software website:
http://www.hp.com/support/cvae/manuals/
Update recommendation
HP recommends updating to CVAE 7.6.0-00.
Superseded version
7.5.0-05

Product models
HP XP P9000 Command View Advanced Edition Suite

Devices supported
HP XP P9500 Storage
HP XP24000 Disk Array
HP XP20000 Disk Array
HP 200 Storage Virtualization System
HP XP12000 Disk Array
HP XP10000 Disk Array

NOTE: HP XP1024 Disk Array and HP XP128 Disk Array are no longer supported by HP.

Operating systems
This update applies to all operating systems supported by the 7.6.0-00 release. For a complete list of
supported operating systems, see the following manuals:
• HP XP P9000 Command View Advanced Edition Suite Software Administrator Guide

• HP XP P9000 Command View Advanced Edition Suite Software Installation Guide

• HP XP P9000 Command View Advanced Edition Suite Software User Guide

• HP XP P9000 Command View Advanced Edition Suite Software CLI User Guide
These manuals are available on the HP XP P9000 Command View Advanced Edition Software
documentation DVD and on the following HP website:
http://www.hp.com/support/cvae/manuals/.

Enhancements
• In the Allocate Volumes dialog box, the Device Manager GUI now supports preservation and

restoration of LUN path information.
• The Device Manager CLI now supports batch execution of the AddWWNForHostStorageDomain

command.
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• The Device Manager CLI now supports the quiet option for commands, which suppresses
command output.

• The following dialog boxes in Device Manager have been improved:

Exchange HBAs◦
◦ Add HBAs

◦ Remove HBAs

◦ Edit WWN Nicknames

◦ Define Clustered-Host Storage

• The Device Manager GUI now supports launching Element Manager from a fully qualified domain
name (FQDN) in the following storage systems:

◦ XP P9500

◦ XP24000/XP20000

◦ XP12000/XP10000/SVS200

• The Device Manager GUI now supports restarting tasks.

• In the Edit LUN Paths dialog box, the Device Manager GUI now supports deletion of individual
LUN paths.

• The Device Manager now supports modification of existing host groups in the following dialog
boxes:

◦ Allocate Volumes

◦ Allocate Like Volumes

◦ Edit LUN Paths

This function applies to the following storage systems:

◦ XP P9500

◦ XP24000/XP20000

◦ XP12000/XP10000/SVS200

• Device Manager now supports restriction of logical-group privileges per user group.

• The Device Manager GUI now has an option that unallocates the storage resources assigned to
a managed host when the host is removed.

• The Device Manager GUI now supports configuring odd block size volumes in the following
functions:

◦ Create Volumes

◦ Allocate Volumes

◦ Allocate Like Volumes

◦ Expand THP Volumes
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• The Device Manager server, GUI, and CLI now support the virtualization server product VMware
ESXi Server 5.1, Update 1.
For details on guest operating systems, see HP XP P9000 Command View Advanced Edition Suite
Software System Requirements.

• For XP P9500 storage systems, Device Manager now supports 3.2 TB flash module drives.

• The Device Manager GUI now supports Adobe Flash Player 11.8.

• WWNs that have logged in to a port on a managed storage system now appear in the list of
known WWNs in the Add Hosts and Edit Hosts dialog boxes of the Device Manager GUI, and
can be used to manually add WWNs.

• Host Data Collector now supports the following operating systems as a target host:

Solaris 11.1◦
◦ SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 11 SP3

For details on editions, see HP XP P9000 Command View Advanced Edition Suite Software System
Requirements.

• The hdc.service.rmi.registryIPAddress property has been added to Host Data Collector.
Use this property to specify the IP address to be used for communication with the Device Manager
server.

• Device Manager agent now supports the following operating systems:

AIX 7.1 TL2◦
◦ Solaris 11.1

◦ SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 11 SP3

For details on editions, see HP XP P9000 Command View Advanced Edition Suite Software System
Requirements.

• The server.agent.rm.userAuthentication property has been added to Device Manager
agent. Use this property to specify whether to check that the authentication mode for command
devices is enabled.

• When Replication Manager creates a copy group, it can use the path group ID to specify the
remote path.

• Replication Manager can now force an executing task to cancel.

Fixes
The following issues have been resolved:

• When adding or refreshing a host by using Host Data Collector, the following problems might
have occurred:

◦ IPv6 addresses were not displayed on the Resources and Administration tabs.

◦ After you refresh a host, previously displayed IPv6 addresses might no longer be displayed.

• Host Data Collector could not acquire host information for an HP-UX host whose logical volume
name or volume group name included special characters.

• Host Data Collector could not acquire host information for a target host that had multipath iSCSI
volumes.

• Host Data Collector could not acquire host information for an AIX or HP-UX host with more than
256 LUs allocated.
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• Host Data Collector could not acquire host information for an AIX host that had a device whose
device file name was renamed by the rendev command.

• If the hdc_target_getras command was executed on a system that was connected to an
HP-UX 11iv3 tape device, a problem, such as a tape access failure or data loss due to overwriting,
might have occurred.

• If the TIC command was executed on a system that was connected to an HP-UX 11iv3 tape
device, a problem, such as a tape access failure or data loss due to overwriting, might have
occurred

• Refreshing storage systems and copy pair operations did not finish if a command device in an
HP XP P9500 Storage device was recognized by a host with Device Manager Agent.

• The user groups for external authentication groups could not be modified if they included certain
characters.

• The value displayed for the number of logical volumes might be larger than the actual number of
logical volumes.

• If LDEV IDs that made up a LUSE volume were added to or removed from a resource group, the
resource group might also have additional LDEV IDs added to or removed from it. These additional
LDEV IDs were unrelated to the target LUSE volume.

• After upgrading Device Manager to V7.4.0 or later, the Device Manager generated a
KAIC00110-E error.

• After an overwrite or upgrade installation of Device Manager installed in Linux, Element Manager
launch and acquisition of volume information did not succeed.

Important considerations

The Search dialog box, the Create Logical Group dialog box, and the Edit Logical
Group dialog box

When using the Search dialog box, the Create Logical Group dialog box, or the Edit Logical Group
dialog box, sometimes the filter conditions cannot be saved, and the following problems occur:
• The KAIC03016-E message is displayed, and the search conditions in the Search dialog box

cannot be saved.
• The KAIC15156-E message is displayed, and logical groups cannot be created in the Create

Logical Group dialog box.
• The KAIC16993-E message is displayed, and logical groups in the Edit Logical Group dialog

box cannot be edited.
If an error occurs, shorten the character length of the filter condition.
If you want to save a filter condition that uses two-byte characters in the name, enter the two-byte
characters (no more than 16 characters) in the Edit Storage Systems dialog box or the
ModifyStorageArray command.

The ImportHosts command in the Device Manager CLI
If the total number of volumes visible from the WWN of all hosts is large1, and the ImportHosts
command is executed by specifying WWN from the Device Manager CLI, the Device Manager server
might run out of memory2. In this case, one of the following symptoms occurs:
Symptom 1:
The Device Manager server stops.
Symptom 2:
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Volumes of hosts that are added by executing ImportHosts do not appear in the volume list in the
GUI.
1 The total is number of volumes is considered to be large when the volumes visible from the WWN
specified by the ImportHosts command exceeds 128,000.
2 If the Device Manager server runs out of memory, "java.lang.OutOfMemoryError: Java
heap space" appears in the error.log3 file for Device Manager.
3The error log is in one of the following locations, depending on the operating system on which Device
Manager is running.
In Windows:
<Device-Manager-server-installation-folder>\Server\logs\error.log

In Linux and Solaris:
<Device-Manager-server-installation-folder>/Server/logs/error.log

Restart all HP XP P9000 Command View Advanced Edition Suite products that are running. Then
execute the ImportHosts command multiple times, specifying only some of the WWNs each time
you execute the command.

Adding storage system and launching Element Manager by using a host name (FQDN)
When an FQDN is used to add storage systems or to launch Element Manager, the maximum length
of the FQDN is determined by the following environments.
• Adding storage system—The operating system of the server machine on which the Device Manager

is installed.
• Launching Element Manager—The operating system and the browser of the client machine.
The Administrator needs to confirm the maximum length of FQDN in the preceding environments, and
then decide which FQDN to use.

Operations on the same resource group
If you perform Edit Resource Group and Delete Resource Group operations on the same resource
group at same time, you might no longer be able to register the resources that were specified in the
Edit Resource Group operation in resource groups
If this symptom occurs, restart the services of the HP XP P9000 Command View Advanced Edition
Suite product.

Remove Hosts tasks that were registered in Device Manager version 7.5.0 or earlier
In Device Manager version 7.6.0-00 or later, the Remove Hosts tasks are managed in the Tasks &
Alerts tab. If Device Manager is upgraded to version 7.6.0-00 or later, the Remove Hosts tasks that
were registered in version 7.5.0-00 or earlier are also managed in the Tasks & Alerts tab. The Remove
Hosts tasks registered in 7.5.0-00 or earlier are displayed as follows:
Remove Hosts <date-of-registration-of-Remove-Hosts-task>

Character codes that can be used in Device Manager
If a surrogate pair is used in the GUI, the following problems might occur, and the GUI might not
operate correctly:
• If a surrogate pair is used in a logical group name, the dialog box closes, and the logical group

is not created.
• If a surrogate pair is used in the filter, the cursor changes to the busy icon and will not return to

the original state for a while.
If such a problem occurs, log in again and perform the operation without using a surrogate pair.
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Installing Host Data Collector on a UNIX host
Before installing Host Data Collector on a UNIX host, make sure that the host name of that UNIX host
can be resolved correctly on that UNIX host.
If the host name cannot be resolved correctly, a KAIG04047-E error is generated.

KAIC17023-E error message in GUI
If the GUI displays the KAIC17023-E error message, the storage system information might not have
been refreshed, or the resource previously used for migration might not have been released.
The following are possible causes that you can confirm in Element Manager.
• The storage system is locked.

• The storage system has pairs that are under migration.
If this does not solve the problem, detailed investigation is required. Contact Support Center, who
might ask you to collect troubleshooting information.

Upgrading HP XP P9000 Command View Advanced Edition Suite from 7.4.1 or earlier
(in Windows)

In an environment where Host Data Collector (for Windows) version 7.4.1-00 or earlier is installed,
the Fatal Application Error dialog box might appear during an upgrade installation of HP XP P9000
Command View Advanced Edition Suite. If this dialog box appears, click OK to ignore it and to
continue the upgrade installation. Even if this dialog box appears, there will be no problem in continued
HP XP P9000 Command View Advanced Edition Suite operations.

Temporary shortcut folder after installation or removal (in Windows)
After an installation or removal, a temporary shortcut folder named "programs" might be created
under the Windows Start menu. After you log off and log on to Windows, this temporary shortcut
folder no longer appears.

Using Device Manager to update the information about a storage system
Do not delete a host while the information about a storage system is being updated. If you do delete
a host while the information about a storage system is being updated, the update might not succeed.
If the update does not succeed, update the information again.

Settings for Host Data Collector
If Host Data Collector is installed on a host other than the host on which the Device Manager server
is installed, and multiple IP addresses have been set for the host on which Host Data Collector is
installed, specify the following settings.
If you do not specify these settings, a KAIC05535-E error might be generated when you attempt to
register a virtual server or a normal host that uses that Host Data Collector, and data communication
between the Device Manager server and Host Data Collector might not succeed.
Specify the settings as follows:
1. On the host on which Host Data Collector is installed, specify the following settings:

In Windows:
In the hosts file, specify the IP address and host name of the host on which Host Data Collector
is installed. Host Data Collector must be able to use this IP address to communicate with Device
Manager server. Do not specify another IP address for that host.
In UNIX:
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In the hosts file, specify the IP address and host name of the host on which Host Data Collector
is installed. Host Data Collector must be able to use this IP address to communicate with Device
Manager server. Do not specify another IP address for that host.
If a DNS server is used for name resolution, the host name must be resolvable to an IP address
that Host Data Collector can use to communicate with Device Manager server.

2. Restart the service Host Data Collector Base Service.

Sorting the list of logical group volumes in the Resources tab
If the Resources tab displays a volume list in a logical group that includes hosts displayed by sorting
the columns described in Target columns, the drawing of the window might not succeed, and the
KAIC16993-E message might be generated.
The KAIC16993-E message might be generated when the total result of multiplying the following
items A and B exceeds 800,000.
A. The number of LUN paths set for one volume allocated to a host that is registered in the logical

groups to be displayed.
B. Within the LUN paths described in item A, the number of LUN paths set for hosts registered in

the logical groups to be displayed.

Target columns

• Host

• WWN/iSCSI Name

• WWN Nickname

• Port

• Port Type

• LUN

• File System

• File System Used %

• Virtual Port

• Virtual Host Group ID

Temporary solution
Reduce the number of hosts registered for the logical group to be displayed.

Recovery

• Recovery when the KAIC16993-E message is generated as a result of the user sorting the data:
Click the tree node to redraw the window.

• Recovery when the KAIC16993-E message is generated because the number of resources
displayed in the target window increased when the user-specified sorting conditions were set in
advance:
Display a different logical group that includes hosts and change the sorting conditions to columns
other than the columns listed previously in Target columns.

The AddHostStorageDomain and ModifyPort commands in the Device Manager
CLI

You cannot use Windows Server 2012 ODX in host mode options.
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When Device Manager server cannot start and a KAIC00114-E error message is
generated

If the Device Manager server cannot start and a KAIC00114-E error message is generated, even
though another product installed on the same machine is not using a port used by the Device Manager
server, restart the XP P9000 Command View Advanced Edition Suite product services.
If this problem occurred during installation, the installation is interrupted, even if the installation was
successful. In such a case, restart the XP P9000 Command View Advanced Edition Suite product
services.

The No. of Parity Groups and Capacity values displayed in Pool Configuration in the
Create Pool dialog box

If you select two or more volumes that contain external volumes and open the Create Pool dialog box,
the values displayed in No. of Parity Groups and Capacity are incorrect because some volumes are
not counted for those values.

User account
Do not use a user account whose user ID contains one or more single quotation marks.

Upgrading Device Manager from a version earlier than 7.5.0
When upgrading Device Manager from a version earlier than 7.5.0, refresh all hosts and all file
servers except for virtualization servers.

Host names registered with Device Manager
Host names registered with Device Manager are not case sensitive. As a result, names that differ only
in case are recognized as the same host name.

Upgrade installations of Host Data Collector from 7.4.1 or earlier to 7.5.0 or later
The differences between Host Data Collector version 7.4.1 or earlier and 7.5.0 or later are:
• Host Data Collector 7.5.0 or later does not use the following ports:

5001/tcp◦
◦ 23050/tcp
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◦ 23051/tcp

◦ 23052/tcp

• Host Data Collector 7.5.0 or later uses the following ports by default:1

For non-SSL communication between the Device Manager server and the Host Data Collector:◦
– 22098/tcp

– 22099/tcp

– 22100/tcp

◦ For SSL communication between the Device Manager server and the Host Data Collector:
22104/tcp–

– 22105/tcp

– 22106/tcp

◦ For communication between the Service process and the Adapter process:
– 22110/tcp

– From 22111/tcp to 22120/tcp
1Host Data Collector (for Windows) 7.3.1 or later already uses these ports.

• In Host Data Collector 7.5.0 or later, the following property files were eliminated:

alps.properties file◦
◦ about.properties file

◦ log4jconfig.properties file

• In Host Data Collector (for Windows) 7.5.0 or later, the service name was changed from "Host
Data Collector" to "Host Data Collector Base Service".

• In Host Data Collector 7.5.0 or later, using the WMI protocol to register a host is no longer
supported.
If Host Data Collector is the only program that uses the corresponding exception registration in
the Windows Firewall, manually delete the registered exception.

• In Host Data Collector 7.5.0 or later, the log collection tools were changed from the SLC and
TLC commands to the hdc_getras and hdc_target_getras commands.

Deleting Provider when connected with SCVMM 2012
The name of the logical unit that is created on SCVMM 2012 is managed internally by SCVMM 2012
only.
When the Provider is deleted, the name of the logical unit is eliminated.
Re-registering the Provider cannot reinstate the name of the logical unit.

Allocated volume on Provider when connected with SCVMM 2012
Provider cannot manage allocated volume whose number is 4000 or greater.
To confirm the allocated volume, use the following procedure:
1. Open the other search screen on Command View Advanced Edition Suite.
2. Select all storage systems for search range.
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3. Retrieve the allocated volume
4. Confirm the allocated volume in the search results.

JOB that unregisters Storage Logical Unit from the host when connected with SCVMM
2012

When executing the JOB that unregisters Storage Logical Unit from the host, the JOB generates error
(2931).
Cancel the allocated volume and manually update the information on SCVMM 2012 with the following
procedure.
1. Log in to the object host to cancel the allocated volume.
2. When clustered with a built-in object volume, delete the object volume from the cluster manually.
3. Cancel the allocated volume from Command View Advanced Edition.
4. Rescan SMI-S Provider.
5. Reboot and refresh each clustering host individually.
6. Refresh the cluster.

Storage capacity notation when connected with SCVMM 2012
The storage capacity on SCVMM 2012 may differ from the storage capacity on Command View
Advanced Edition Suite.
When executing the JOB that creates a Logical Unit, it generates the error code
SM_RC_SIZE_NOT_SUPPORTED.
1. Assign the size displayed in Available Capacity.
2. Click the OK button.
Decrease the capacity of the Logical Unit and execute the JOB to create the Logical Unit again.

The name of the storage pool when connected with SCVMM 2012
When you use a Parity Group that is created with XP Remote Web Console, select Storage Pool by
using chassis or arraygroup acquired from storage manager.
The display names for Storage Pool are:
NormalPool:x.y

x:chassis

y:arraygroup

To acquire chassis and arraygroup, execute the following CLI command.
CLIGetStorageArray(subtarget=ArrayGroup)command

Displaying the volume list and the volume details of file system data
In the volume list and the volume details which show its file system data, the data is not displayed
when the following conditions are met:

• The volume is allocated to a Windows Server 2012 host.

• The volume described in the first condition is a part of the volumes which composes a memory
area pool.

• The volume mounted in the host described in the first condition is the virtual disc which is created
from the memory area pool described in the second condition (memory area space).

• The host described in the first condition is added or updated to Device Manager server by a
Device Manager agent or a Host Data Collector.
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Importing the storage system labels to Device Manager
When Refresh Labels (the operation to import the storage system labels to Device Manager) has over
20,000 volumes, do not the Refresh Labels at the same time as other tasks without considering the
following factors:

• Confirm that there is no running task in Device Manager using one of the following methods:

Display the Administration tab, then the Data Collection Tasks tab.◦
◦ Display the Task & Alerts tab.

• Confirm the settings to automatically refresh storage systems by referring to the
dispatcher.properties file.

Specifying is not or <> in filter conditions
When is not or <> is specified in a filter condition for one of the following columns in a window
that lists for hosts, parity groups, volumes, logical view, physical view, or system drives, or in the Select
THP Pool dialog box, data that does not meet the filter conditions may be displayed.
Columns related to hosts:

• WWN

• iSCSI Name
Columns related to parity groups:

• Parity Group

• Drive Type

• Drive Speed (RPM)

• External LDEV Tier Rank

• Form Factor
Columns related to volumes:

• Host

• WWN

• Port

• Port Type

• Host Group

• LUN

• Target ID

• Copy Info (S-VOL)

• Copy Info (P-VOL)

• Parity Group

• Parity Group of Ext. Volume

• Volume Attributes
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Columns related to logical view:

• IP Addresses
Columns related to physical view:

• WWN
Columns related to system drives:

• Host

• WWN

• Port

• Host Group

• LUN

• Target ID

• Copy Info (S-VOL)

• Copy Info (P-VOL)

• Parity Group

• Volume Attributes
Columns related to the Select THP Pool dialog box:

• Volume Location

• Drive Type

• Drive Speed (RPM)

• External LDEV Tier Rank

Sorting and filtering columns
The sort order of the following columns might not be correct.
Volume columns:
• Volume Attribute

• RAID Level

• Drive Speed(RPM)

• Drive Capacity

• Copy Information(P-VOL)

• Copy Information(S-VOL)

• Capacity

• Parity Group

• No. of Paths

• Filesystem

• Filesystem Used %

• Vendor
Parity groups columns:
• Parity Group

• Cache Mode

• RAID Level
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• Drive Speed(RPM)

• Total Capacity

• Free Capacity

• Usable Volumes

• No. of Volumes
THP pools columns:
• Pool type

• Subscription

• No. of Parity Groups

• Total Capacity
Tiers columns:
• Parity Group

• Free Capacity

• Tier No.

• Volume Location

• Drive Type

• Drive Speed

• No. of Parity Groups

• Total Capacity
File servers columns:
• Model
Storage systems columns:
• Model
Data collection tasks columns:
• Target Type
The filtering result of the following columns might not be correct.
Volumes columns:
• No. of Paths

• Filesystem
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• Filesystem Used %

• Vendor
Parity groups columns:
• Total Capacity
THP pools columns:
• Subscription
Hosts columns:
• OS

Sorting volumes and pools
The following columns might not be sorted properly in windows that contain lists of volumes:

• Host

• WWN
In addition, the following columns might not be sorted properly in windows that contain lists of pools:

• Drive Type

• Drive Speed (RPM)

AddLogicalUnit command in the Device Manager CLI
When creating multiple LUs using the batch function in the AddLogicalUnit command, if the
lusubinfo=LDEV option is specified for only a portion of the LUs to be added, the response of the
command may be inconsistent in the following ways:

• The information of the LU for which the option has been specified may not contain the
corresponding LDEV information.

• The information of the LU for which the option has not been specified may contain the
corresponding LDEV information.

In order to precisely show each LU's corresponding LDEV information, specify the "lusubinfo=LDEV"
option for all the LUs.

Setting up the execution interval of the HiScan command on Windows Server 2012
If the execution interval of the HiScan command is set in Windows Server 2012, a command prompt
window appears at the set execution time. The command prompt window will be closed automatically
when a notification to Device Manager server is complete. Do not close this window manually.
If you close the command prompt window manually, the HiScan command does not complete. In this
case, execute the HiScan command manually.

Customizable tiering policy names
The following shows the correspondence between customizable tiering policy names in the Device
Manager GUI and Element Manager:

Element ManagerDevice Manager GUI

Level6Custom 1

Level7Custom 2

......
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Element ManagerDevice Manager GUI

Level30Custom 25

Level31Custom 26

Snapshot and Fast Snap search conditions or filter conditions
When searching or filtering with Snapshot or Fast Snap, a symptom described in Symptom 1 or 2
below, occurs in one of the following dialog boxes:

• Search dialog box

• Create Tier dialog box

• Migrate Data dialog box
Symptom 1:
If the specified search conditions or filter conditions meet either of the following conditions, pool
volumes of the Snapshot pool and Fast Snap pool are mixed in the search results or filter results:

• Volume search conditions or volume filter conditions include the condition "same as a Snapshot
pool volume".

• Volume search conditions or volume filter conditions include the condition "same as a Fast Snap
pool volume".

Symptom 2:
If the specified search conditions or filter conditions meet either of the following conditions, the search
results or filter results contain unpaired V-VOLs:

• Volume search conditions or volume filter conditions include the condition "same as a Snapshot
V-Vol".

• Volume search conditions or volume filter conditions include the condition "same as a Fast Snap
V-VOL".

Launching Element Manager by using a 32-bit browser in a 64-bit Windows environment
To launch Element Manager on a storage system other than XP P9500 by using a 32-bit browser in
a 64-bit Windows environment, install 32-bit Java plug-in, and then set the value in the storage system
manually to 32-bit Java plug-in.
If an error message such as an out-of-memory error is displayed and Element Manager cannot be
launched, check the settings of the 32-bit java plug-in.
This applies to the following storage systems:

• XP12000/XP10000/SVS200

Reschedule Tasks
If tasks for which the start time passed are selected from the task list in the Tasks & Alerts tab and
Reschedule Tasks is executed, Reschedule Tasks does not complete successfully and generates the
following incorrect message:
KAIC63504-E Unable to execute task. (task name = "<task name>"

Note that the rescheduling tasks for which the start time passed is not supported in Reschedule Tasks.

Changing the IP address of a host added by a Device Manager agent
When the Device Manager agent is installed, and either the IP address of the host was changed or
the server.http.socket.agent Address property in the server.properties file for the host
was changed, the IP address was not reflected for the Device Manager Server, even though the Device
Manager agent service or deamon was restarted.
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In this case, remove the host from the Device Manager server, and then restart the Device Manager
server agent or deamon.

The server.dispatcher.daemon.autoSynchro.logicalGroup.doRefresh
property

Even if true is specified for the
server.dispatcher.daemon.autoSynchro.logicalGroup.doRefresh property in the
dispatcher.properties file, information on logical groups is not updated automatically when
any CLI commands are executed.

Smart Tiers for Mainframe
If Device Manager is managing XP P9500, Smart Tiers for Mainframe pools are displayed as Thin
Provisioning for Mainframe pools.
As a result, all attributes specific to Smart Tiers for Mainframe (for example, tier information) cannot
be viewed in Device Manager. Use Element Manager to view the attributes specific to Smart Tiers for
Mainframe.

Unallocating volumes and deleting storage for Plug-in for Virtualization Server
Provisioning by selecting hosts in the GUI

In the Unallocate Volumes dialog box or the Delete Storage dialog box, the KAIC15457-E error
message appears, tasks cannot be created, and WWN is removed from a host group when all of the
following conditions are met:

• Several WWNs belonging to hosts are assigned to a host group.

• The host group in the first condition has 257 or more LUNs.

• In the hosts in the first condition, you open the Unallocate Volumes dialog box or the Delete Storage
dialog box by selecting some of the hosts.

If the security of any WWN is removed from a host group, execute the
DeleteWWNForHostStorageDomain CLI command.

Displaying information on Plug-in for Virtualization Server Provisioning and VMware
vSphere Client

Some information on a datastore or a virtualization server displayed on the Plug-in for Virtualization
Server Provisioning might be different from the information displayed on the VMware vSphere Client.
In this case, restart the Pegasus in the vMA, and ask a storage administrator to refresh the information
on the virtualization server that Device Manager manages.

Loading a window in the Plug-in for Virtualization Server Provisioning
A dialog box with the message Are you sure you want to navigate away from this
page? might be displayed while the Plug-in for Virtualization Server Provisioning is used.
If this occurs, click the Cancel button on the dialog box.

Meter-based Term License
When only the Meter-based Term license is registered, an Emergency license cannot be input.

Changing the hostname
If one or more letters in the target host name is changed, after host information is refreshed, the HiScan
command is executed or the Device Manager agent service is restarted on a host, pair information
may not be managed by the host.
To change the host name, perform the following:
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1. Stop the Device Manager agent service and automatic execution of the HiScan command on
the host.

2. Check whether the target host is registered in any resource groups.
3. Change the target host name.
4. From the Device Manager GUI or CLI, change the host name to a completely different name.

Example:
Before: ABCD
After: EFGH

5. Start the Device Manager agent service and automatic execution of the HiScan command on
the host.

6. From the Device Manager GUI or CLI, delete the host name in the Device Manager server.
7. If the target host had been registered in any resource groups (as described in step 2), register the

host again.
8. Refresh the storage systems to which the LUNs recognized by the target host belong.

The parity group list dialog box
The parity group number might not be displayed correctly.
In this case, please refer to the parity group summary information to confirm the correct number.
In addition, the format type cannot be chosen when the create volume dialog is opened from the parity
group list.
Open the dialog from another screen.

Capacity specification for virtualizing a volume
In the Virtualize Volumes dialog box or the CLI AddExternalArrayGroup command, when
virtualizing a volume, specifying a capacity that is greater than 4.0 TB for a volume and XP P9500
for internal storage system, the virtualization of the volume generates the following message.

Virtualize Volumes dialog box
An error occurred during processing on the storage system. (error code 1
= "605", error code 2 = "66744", meaning = "It is not set within the range
where LDEV capacity can be used.") If the configuration was being changed,
refresh both the storage system and external storage system. If you are
a local user, contact the system administrator.

(KAIC06450-E)

AddExternalArrayGroup command of Device Manager CLI
KAIC90083-E Device Manager Exception:

error code=6450

error level=2

error source=StorageManager.AddExternalArrayGroup

description=An error occurred during processing on the storage system.
(error code 1 = "605", error code 2 = "66744", meaning = "It is not set
within the range where LDEV capacity can be used.") If the configuration
was being changed, refresh both the storage system and external storage
system. If you are a local user, contact the system administrator.

(KAIC90083-E)
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In the GUI or the CLI, this issue occurs when all of the following conditions are met:

• Virtualize Volumes dialog box

Capacity of selected volume from which the dialog box is launched is greater than 4,194,304
MB (4.0 TB), or a capacity that is greater than 4,194,304 MB (4.0 TB) is specified in the
dialog box that is launched with selecting no volumes.

◦

◦ An XP P9500 is selected for internal storage system.

• CLI AddExternalArrayGroup command

XP P9500 is specified for the model parameter.◦
◦ create is specified for the luoption parameter.

◦ Volume capacity of external storage system specified for the externallun parameter is
greater than 4,294,967,296 KB (4.0 TB).

◦ The capacity parameter is omitted or is specified for a volume capacity that is greater than
4,294,967,296 KB (4.0 TB).

If this occurs, virtualize a volume using Element Manager.

Creating a Smart pool in XP P9500
In the Create Pool dialog box, if operations for creating a Smart pool meet all of the following conditions,
creating the Smart pool may generate the KAIC07861-E error indicating that the cycle time is invalid:

• An XP P9500 whose microcode version is earlier than 70-02-00-00/00 is selected in the Storage
System box.

• Smart is selected as pool type.

• Auto is selected as tier management of Smart Options.
If this occurs, select 24 hours in the Cycle time box, and then select the Show Plan button.

Values displayed in Removable column of pool volume list
If Yes appears in the Removable column of the pool volume list, removing pool volume in shrink pool
process may not succeed under any of the following conditions.

• The pool usage rate has exceeded the Depletion Threshold, or the pool status is blocked.

• The pool volume status is blocked.

• If the pool volume is removed, the pool usage rate exceeds Depletion Threshold, or the pool
subscription rate exceeds Subscription Limit.

Changing the port numbers in CIM/WBEM function
To change port numbers by using CIM/WBEM function, all of the following properties must be
configured.

For http port number
[FILE(1)]

• Windows:
<installation-folder-for-the-Device-Manager-server>\Server\wsi\server\jserver\bin\cimxmlcpa.properties

• Linux:
<installation-directory-for-Device-Manager-server>/Server/wsi/server/jserver/bin/cimxmlcpa.properties

Property name: HTTPPort
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[FILE(2)]

• Windows:
<installation-folder-for-the-Device-Manager-server>\Server\config\server.properties

• Linux:
<installation-directory-for-Device-Manager-server>/Server/config/server.properties

Property name: server.cim.http.port

For https port number
[FILE(1)]

• Windows:
<installation-folder-for-the-Device-Manager-server>\Server\wsi\server\jserver\bin\cimxmlscpa.properties

• Linux:
<installation-directory-for-Device-Manager-server>/Server/wsi/server/jserver/bin/cimxmlscpa.properties

Property name: HTTPSPort and Ciphers

[FILE(2)]

• Windows:
<installation-folder-for-the-Device-Manager-server>\Server\config\server.properties

• Linux:
<installation-directory-for-Device-Manager-server>/Server/config/server.properties

Property name: server.cim.https.port

CIM/WBEM function property deleted at overwrite installation
When Device Manager is installed with overwrite installation, the following property is deleted in the
property file jserver.properties.
Before you install Device Manager with overwrite installation, the file needs to be saved at another
location. After overwrite installation, update the property file by using the saved file.
Property name: com.wbemsolutions.jserver.bindto
Properties file name: jserver.properties
Properties file location:
• In Windows:

installation-folder-for-the-Device-Manager-server\Server\config

• In Linux:
installation-directory-for-the-Device-Manager-server/Server/config

Using the CIM/WBEM service discovery function in a server machine with multiple IP
addresses

When a server machine with Device Manager installed has multiple IP addresses, choose an IP address
that connects the CIM client to the server, and then add that IP address in the following property file:
Property name: com.wbemsolutions.jserver.bindto
Properties file name: jserver.properties
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Properties file location:
• In Windows:

installation-folder-for-the-Device-Manager-server\Server\config

• In Linux:
installation-directory-for-the-Device-Manager-server/Server/config

Inaccurate error messages in the tier relocation starting operation for Smart pool when
using manual mode

If an error occurs in the tier relocation starting operation for a Smart pool when using manual mode,
the following inaccurate error messages may be output.

• In the CLI, if the tier relocation starting operation is executed for a Smart pool that is not multi tier
configuration, the following error message is output.

◦ Error code 1: 3005

◦ Error code 2: 78116

◦ Error message: The processing cannot continue due to an internal logical
contradiction.

• In the GUI or the CLI, if the tier relocation starting operation is executed for a Smart pool that has
no monitoring data, the following error message is output.

◦ Error code 1: 3005

◦ Error code 2: 78039

◦ Error message: The DKC is set to the state of suppression of pool
shrinking.

Shrink Pool task
While one of the following operations is in progress in an XP P9500 and a Shrink Pool task is executed,
status of the selected pool volumes may remain blocked and the task may generate the KAIC06400-E
error (error code 1: 3005; error code 2: 2095):

• LDEV formatting

• Correction Copy

• Drive Copy

• Changing the CHA/DKA status

• Changing the cache status

• Replacement of an OEM drive microcode

• LDEV shredding
If this occurs, format the blocked pool volumes by using the CLI FormatLU command, or Element
Manager.

Displaying volume capacity in the Create Volumes dialog box
The specified volume capacity may not be displayed correctly in the plan screen of the Create Volumes
dialog box.
If this occurs, see the task list to confirm the correct capacity.
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Displaying the Unallocate Volume dialog box
The volume capacity shown in the plan screen of the Unallocate Volume dialog box may be incorrect.
If this occurs, see the task list to confirm the correct capacity.

Allocate Volumes and Allocate Like Volumes for a storage port with LUN Security disabled
In the Allocate Volumes dialog box and Allocate Like Volumes dialog box, when you choose Allocate
without LUN Security for a target host, the volume is allocated to the host by using the minimum
available LU number. Even though the LU number candidate is chosen with auto or manual in LU
Number, the candidate might not be used.
If you need to use a specific LU number for a volume, use Remote Web Console.

Setting, changing, and deleting remote path information using storage management
tools other than Device Manager

When remote path information is set, changed, or deleted using storage management tools other than
Device Manager, if storage systems related to the remote path information are refreshed simultaneously,
Device Manager might recognize the remote path information incorrectly.
If this occurs, refresh these storage systems sequentially.
At this time, the following symptoms occur in the Device Manager CLI.

• Remote path information is incorrect in the GetReplicationControllerPair command
output.

• If the remote path information is incorrect in the storage system specified by the AddReplication
command, the command generates the KAIC90083-E error (error code= 7929).

Volume list filtering
An error occurs when the following columns are selected in the filter for the volume list.

• Copy Info (P-VOL) and Copy Info (S-VOL)

• Volume Attribute and Storage System

• Volume Attribute and Copy Info (P-VOL)

• Volume Attribute and Copy Info (S-VOL)

• Volume Attribute and Pool

Storage system deletion
When deleting storage systems, delete each storage system sequentially.

View of the maximum hierarchies of a logical group folder
When a logical group folder has 14 or more hierarchies and the tree of the folder has been expanded
with 14 or more hierarchies, the KAIC16009-E error may occur after clicking the folder.
If this occurs, collapse the tree of the parent folder and re-expand the tree to the folder.

Spending time to operate a logical group
When deleted volumes or the volumes in storage systems that are not managed by Device Manager
exist in a logical group, it takes a long time to operate the logical group.
If this occurs, delete the logical group and create it again.
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Operations for logical groups in the GUI
When many logical groups are displayed in the navigation area, if operations for a logical group
are performed, the following message may appear.
KAIC15901-E The session is not valid. You must log in again. (maintenance
information=COMMUNICATION_ERROR)

In the navigation area, extract the required logical groups for the operation.

Creating and deleting logical groups in the GUI
Do not click the OK button repeatedly in the Create Logical Volumes dialog box or the Delete Logical
Volumes dialog box.
When the OK button is clicked repeatedly in the Create Logical Groups dialog box, multiple logical
groups with the same name might be created. If this occurs, delete the groups except one.
When the OK button is clicked repeatedly in the Delete Logical Groups dialog box, the KAIC15158-E
message might appear. If this occurs, ignore the message because the logical group was properly
deleted.

Search screen
The search condition that includes the storage system name cannot be displayed again.
If this occurs, set the storage system name to search the storage system.

Storage system list screen
The storage system list may not be updated automatically when the storage system is deleted.
If this occurs, update the storage list screen manually.

Task list screen
A task that cannot be created correctly may be displayed in the task screen.
If this occurs, display the task list screen again.

Task summary dialog box
The number of tasks in the task summary dialog box is not the same as the number shown in the Global
Monitoring Area.
If this occurs, check the task summary screen.

Method change for variation detection in an XP P9500
If the server.dispatcher.daemon.configUpdate.detection.variable.enabled property
in the dispatcher.properties file is set to false (default value for 7.3.0 or later), the following
XP P9500 configuration variations are not detected:

• Usage rate of THP volumes

• Usage rate of THP pools, Smart pools, or Snapshot pools

• Threshold value for the usage rate of THP pools, Smart pools, or Snapshot pools

• Subscription limit capacity of THP pools, Smart pools, or Snapshot pools

• Monitoring mode of Smart pools

• Setting for performance monitoring or relocation of Smart pools
To enable the detection, change the property value to true.

NOTE: If the property is changed, restart services or daemons of XP Command View Advanced
Edition Suite products.
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CLI copy pair operation error 6119
A CLI copy pair operation may generate the error code 6119. If this occurs, check the following items.

• Check the version of RAID Manager or RAID Manager XP that supports the required operation.

• Check that RAID Manager or RAID Manager XP is properly installed.
If this does not solve the problem, collect maintenance information and contact HP Technical Support.

KAIC16902-E message with no summary information in the main window during any
operation in the GUI

During any operation in the GUI, the KAIC16902-E message appears in the top window and the
Summary information does not appear in the main window.
If this occurs, close the error dialog box and continue the operation. If you need the summary
information, log in to Device Manager again.

Number of external paths
When the external volume is being directly assigned to the host from the external storage system, the
number of external paths appearing on the external volume tab of the storage system does not match
the number of external paths displayed in Remote Web Console.
Check the number of external paths in Path Information in the Detailed Information window.

Mapping of Available External Volumes
In the GUI, the Available External Volumes created with one of the following volumes cannot be
mapped to Internal Volumes.

• Volumes created when the volume virtualization task in the GUI did not succeed by interception.

• Volumes in the external storage system allocated to the internal storage system by the CLI AddLun
command.

• Volumes in the external storage system allocated to the internal storage system by Element Manager,
XP P9000 Remote Web Console, or XP Remote Web Console.

To map the above volumes, use either of the following:

• The CLI AddExternalArrayGroup command

• Element Manager, XP P9000 Remote Web Console, or XP Remote Web Console

Clicking a link in the GUI
When clicking a link in the GUI, do not click the link while pressing the Ctrl key.
KAIC16009-E error dialog boxes may appear if you click a link while pressing the Ctrl key.
If this occurs, close all of the error dialog boxes.

Using a Device Manager agent on an AIX host
To use a Device Manager agent on an AIX host, the ODMDIR environment variable must be set in
advance.

Managing path groups with External Storage in XP24000/XP20000 and XP P9500
If you change path group settings using XP P9000 Remote Web Console or XP Remote Web Console,
Device Manager cannot correctly manage the priority of the paths connecting storage systems in their
path group. As a result the following symptoms occur in volume virtualization using the path group
whose settings were changed using Remote Web Console.
Symptom 1 (GUI):
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The existing path group was not recommended for External Paths in the Virtualize Volumes dialog box
and the volume virtualization was executed by using a new path group.
Symptom 2 (GUI):
The existing paths between storage systems were not displayed in order of External Path Priority in
the Virtualize Volumes dialog box.
Symptom 3 (GUI, CLI):
The volume virtualization using the existing path group generated the following messages:

• GUI: DevMgr 7.0.0-00 or later: KAIC06450-E

• CLI: HDvM 6.1.0-00 or later: KAIC90083-E (error code: 6450)
Do not change the path group setting using XP P9000 Remote Web Console or XP Remote Web
Console.

Allocating volumes to many hosts
Operations in the Allocate Volumes dialog box cannot continue and the GUI is grayed out if the
following conditions are met:

• Device Manager 7.2.1-02 or later is used.

• The volumes are allocated to 101 or more hosts using the Allocate Volumes dialog box.
When allocating the volume to 101 or more hosts at one time by using the Allocate Volumes dialog
box, allocate the volumes to 100 or fewer hosts at one time. Repeat the allocation as necessary.

User operation during task registration
If a user operation closed the task registration dialog box before it was closed automatically, user
screen operations might become unavailable.
If this occurs, log in again and check the registration task. If necessary, re-register the task.

Manually selecting LU numbers
From the Allocate Volumes dialog, Allocate Like Volumes dialog, or the Add Storage dialog of Plug-in
for Virtualization Server Provisioning, if an LU number was manually selected, and then some other
option was selected, the following issues might occur:
• Volumes were not displayed and an LU number could not be selected when the Select LU Number

dialog was opened by clicking the Select LU Number button.
• The KAIC16993-E error occurred when the Show Plan button is clicked.
If this occurs, close and reopen the dialog, and then manually select an LU number immediately before
clicking the Show Plan button.

Volumes allocated to ports with LUN security disabled
The following notes apply to volumes allocated to ports with LUN security disabled.

• In the Hosts view, volumes allocated to a host do not appear. Confirm the volume information in
the Open-Allocated view.

• Volumes allocated to multiple ports with LUN security disabled cannot be unallocated from specific
ports. Use one of the following tools to unallocate only the volumes that are allocated to specific
ports:

◦ Remote Web Console

◦ Device Manager CLI
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Launching XP P9500 Element Manager from Internet Explorer 7, 8, or 9
When Element Manager is launched from the Device Manager GUI, it is connected to the XP P9500
with HTTPS. If the following conditions are met, a certificate error occurs and Element Manager cannot
be launched.
1. The browser used to display the Device Manager GUI is Internet Explorer 7, 8, or 9.
2. Common Name of the certificate is not the XP P9500 IP address.
To launch Element Manager properly, assign the certificate whose IP address is correctly set to the
Common Name of the certificate in the XP P9500 disk array.

KAIC15306-E error in Create Volumes dialog box
While the KAIC15306-E error is occurring in the Create Volumes dialog box, even if the Initial LDEV
ID is changed, the Show Plan button cannot be enabled and the plan cannot be displayed.
If this occurs, open the Create Volumes dialog box again.

Creating THP volumes
In the Create Volumes dialog box, the subscription limit of the pool is not checked when the create
volumes task is registered if the following conditions are met:

• The Create Volumes dialog box is launched after a pool is selected.

• Either of the following pools exist in the storage system.

The subscription limit is set larger than the subscription limit of the selected pool.◦
◦ The subscription limit is not configured.

The create volumes task that was registered with the above conditions generates the KAIC06299-E
storage system error.

Creating multiple volumes
When a task creating multiple volumes does not succeed in the following storage systems, even if the
status of the volumes displayed in Task Details is not Completed, some volumes might be created on
the following storage systems:
• XP P9500 Storage Disk Array

• XP24000 Disk Array

• XP20000 Disk Array

• XP12000 Disk Array

• XP10000 Disk Array
If a task creating multiple volumes does not succeed, refresh the storage system that is supposed to
include the created volumes. Then check whether the volumes are created in the Open-Unallocated
volumes list of the storage system. Recreate the volumes that were not created.

Available External Volumes tab in the External Storage window
When creating a path on a storage port that has LUN security disabled, available external volumes
are not displayed in the Available External Volumes tab.
To check the path setting for LUN security, execute the following CLI command:
GetStorageArray (subtarget=Port)

Searching resources
Parity group search:
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Parity groups which can be searched using Keyword Search are in the following storage systems.

• XP P9500

• XP24000/XP20000

• XP12000/XP10000/SVS200
Parity groups in storage systems other than the above cannot be searched using Keyword Search.
Volume search:
Search results might not be correct if is not is specified as a conditional equation in volume search by
label. Only volumes assigned labels can be searched.
If this occurs, sort the volumes by the Label column after filtering candidate volumes by attributes other
than Label.

Displaying capacity of hosts
When the capacity of hosts is changed by Create LUSE Volumes or Expand THP Volumes, the capacity
of hosts is not refreshed.
Refresh the hosts or the storage systems to display the latest capacity of hosts.

Status of data collection tasks
If the progress indicator of the following tasks is 100%, the status column in the Data Collection Tasks
tab of the Administration tab might still be In Progress:

• Add Storage Systems

• Refresh Storage Systems

• Remove Storage Systems
To confirm the actual status of the tasks above, check the status column of the Storage Systems table
by opening the Data Collection Task Detail dialog box of the task.
The logical group information also is not updated.
To confirm the last logical group information, wait for the status column of Data Collection Tasks tab
to be Completed.

Sorting the Copy Info column
The sorting on the Copy Info (P-VOL) column and the Copy Info (S-VOL) column is linked when the
columns are sorted. When either header of the two columns is clicked, the values of both columns are
sorted in alphabetical order.

Expanding THP Volumes
When selecting some THP volumes and specifying a value for the New Capacity in the Expand THP
Volumes dialog box, an unexpected error (KAIC16009-E) might appear. If this occurs, log in again
if needed, reduce the number of specified THP Volumes, and retry the operation.

XP12000/XP10000 creating multiple volumes at the same time for a CU that has no
volumes allocated to it

In an XP12000/XP10000 disk array, if multiple volumes are created at the same time for a CU that
has no volumes allocated to it, the KAIC06400-E error occurs and the volumes are not created.
First, create one volume for the CU, and after that, create the other volumes.

Task detail dialog box of editing tiering policy
The value of the tiering policy in theTask Detail dialog box does not appear after completion of the
editing tiering policy task.
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Enter the value of the tiering policy in the task name or description field when creating the editing
tiering policy task.

Removing Host Data Collector
After removing Host Data Collector from a Solaris or Linux host, the following files or directories might
remain.
<installation-directory>/Winexe

<installation-directory>/HostDataCollector/conf/HDCPid.dat

Delete them manually after the removal.
Host Data Collector can be reinstalled if these files or directories remain.

Using Host Data Collector to register Linux hosts
If a user who is using a login shell other than the default shell registers or refreshes hosts, the operation
might generate the error ERR_1310. The user must use the default login shell.

Controlling access to resources
Do not allow multiple users to operate concurrently when setting up the following resource access
control:
• Resource groups

• User groups

• Roles

• Users

Setting up resource groups
While creating or editing resource groups, do not make configuration changes on resources that are
to be added to or deleted from the resource groups.

The number of client windows that can be used at one time
The maximum number of clients that can connect to Device Manager at one time is seven.
If eight or more clients connect to Device Manager at one time, they might be forcibly logged out.
If this occurs, wait a few minutes, and then log in again.

Using users, user groups, and resource groups
To use user groups and resource groups, the following limits apply:

• Limits for Command View Advanced Edition

Number of users: 302◦
◦ Number of user groups: 30

◦ Number of resource groups: 400

• Limits for each user group

Number of users: 30◦
◦ Number of resource groups: 20
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• Limits for each user

◦ Number of user groups: 3

• Limits for each resource group

Number of LDEV IDs: 16,000◦
◦ Number of host group numbers: 16,000

◦ Parity groups: No limit

◦ Storage ports: No limit
2If a user has 8 or more Device Manager client windows open at one time, the user might be forcibly
logged out. Wait a few minutes, and then log in again.

Public search conditions
If saved search conditions contain a resource that a user cannot view, the search conditions might
appear incorrectly.
If this occurs, and then the Search button is clicked, the displayed search results might differ from the
saved search conditions.
This issue occurs when either of the following conditions is met:
• A resource for which the user does not have the view permission is specified for the saved search

criteria.
• Resources have been deleted from the saved search criteria.
Do not save search conditions containing a resource that a user cannot view.

File systems that cannot handle files larger than 2 GB
Command View Advanced Edition database must be installed in a file system that can handle files
larger than 2 GB.
To install Command View Advanced Edition in a file system that cannot handle files larger than 2 GB,
specify a file system that can handle files larger than 2 GB for the database installation destination.
To perform an upgrade installation of Command View Advanced Edition products to this version from
a version installed in a file system that cannot handle files larger than 2 GB, perform the following
procedure to move the database.
For details about moving the database, see the HP XP P9000 Command View Advanced Edition Suite
Software Administrator Guide.
1. Export the database.

Execute the hcmdsbtrans command as follows to export the database:
<installation-folder-for-Common-Component>\bin\hcmdsdbtrans /export
/workpath <work-folder> /file <archive-file> /auto

2. Remove Command View Advanced Edition.
1. Navigate to Start→Settings→Control Panel.
2. Double-click Add or Remove Programs.
3. In the Add or Remove Programs window, select Command view Advanced Edition.
4. Click Remove.
For details on how to remove Command View Advanced Edition Suite, see the HP XP P9000
Command View Advanced Edition Suite Software Administrator Guide.
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3. Install Command View Advanced Edition.
Specify a file system that can handle files larger than 2 GB for the installation destination of the
Command View Advanced Edition database.
For details about the installation procedure, see the HP XP P9000 Command View Advanced
Edition Suite Software Installation and Configuration Guide.

4. Import the database.
1. Execute the hcmdsdbtrans command to import the databases:

<installation-folder-for-Common-Component>\Component\bin\hcmdsdbtrans
/import /workpath <working-folder> /file <archive-file> /type ALL
/auto

2. Specify true for the server.base.initialsynchro property on the Device Manager
server.

Other than user information, the hcmdsdbtrans command does not migrate the Common
Component repository. Therefore, you need to synchronize the repository information with the
imported Device Manager database data as follows:
1. Specify true for the server.base.initialsynchro property on the Tiered Storage

Manager server.
2. Start Command View Advanced Edition product services on the migration destination server

as follows:
Select Start→All Programs→Command View Advanced Edition→Manage Services→Start.

3. Change the value of the server.base.initialsynchro property on the Device Manager
server back to false.

4. Change the value of the server.base.initialsynchro property on the Tiered Storage
Manager server back to false.

Managing resource groups
• The KAIC16902-E error message might appear for the following dialog boxes:

Create Resource Group◦
◦ Edit Resource Group

◦ Add Resource launched from the resource group details window

◦ Remove Resource launched from the resource group details window

If this occurs, make sure that no more than 16,000 resources (such as volume and host group
IDs) are assigned to each resource group.
To assign more than 16,000 resources to a user group, use multiple resource groups.

• When the following operations are performed, communication with the Device Manager server
might not succeed:

◦ Creating a resource group

◦ Editing a resource group

◦ Adding resources to a resource group

◦ Removing resources from a resource group
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To add or remove resources, specify no more than 16,000 resources for each resource type.

• When multiple resource groups are simultaneously deleted, communication with the Device
Manager server might not succeed.
Make sure that no more than 16,000 resources for each resource type are assigned to each
resource group to be deleted.
The number of resources assigned to a resource group can be confirmed in the resource group
details window.

Shrinking a pool
An unexpected error (KAIC60003-E) might appear without the message when using shrink pool.
If this occurs, confirm if the task of shrink pool has completed in Element Manager. If the shrink pool
task has completed in Element Manager, execute the format task.
Refresh the storage system by using the Command View Advanced Edition Software after the format
task completes.

Creating a pool
The error message Failed:AsynchronousProcessCounter#decrement (KAIC16993-E)
might appear when one of the following operations is continuously performed in the Create Pool dialog
box.

• Addition of tiers

• Deletion of tiers

• Addition of parity groups

• Deletion of parity groups
If this occurs, close the Create Pool dialog box, and then retry the operation.

Open operation for Create Pool dialog box or Expand Pool dialog box after selecting
a storage system in which no supported drive for Device Manager is installed

After a storage system in which no supported drive for Device Manager is chosen, and then the Create
Pool dialog box or Expand Pool dialog box is opened, the KAIC15055-E error appears.
If this occurs, disregard this message.

Create Pool dialog box or Expand Pool dialog box
While performing operations in the Create Pool dialog box or the Expand Pool dialog box, the
KAIC16981-E error dialog box appears.
If this occurs, select the OK button in the error dialog box and continue with the operations.

Registering a Solaris 10 host using Host Data Collector
A zpool_history_<zfs pool name>-<1– to 6–digit number>.rst file with a file size
of 0 bytes is created in the /tmp directory on the Solaris 10 host when you:

• Register a host, or update host information.

• Have a ZFS pool name that is longer than 98 bytes.
When you run the target host log gathering tool (TLC), the file zpool_history_<zfs pool
name>-<1– to 6–digit number>.rst and the file <any character>-<1– to 6–digit
number>.rst (size: about 250 + 50*disk number that consists pool byte) might be created in the
same directory where you ran the TLC tool.
Delete these files from the directory after registering hosts, updating host information, or running TLC.
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Filter values in the filter dialog box
If a filter attribute is changed before its filter value in the filter dialog box is shown, the filter value
might be inconsistent.
If this occurs, redisplay the filters, or log in again. If the inconsistent filter value appears after refreshing
the screen, set up a filter value again after applying a filter with a different attribute.

Parity groups in the Create Volume dialog box
The following message appears if the Create Volume dialog box is opened when all of the parity
groups are reserved:
No parity groups for create volumes. Create a parity group. (KAIC16109-E)

If this occurs, wait until the task using the parity groups ends.

Virtual Parity Group information
Virtual Parity Group information does not appear in the volume list. Check the Virtual Parity Group
information from the Detailed Information dialog box for each volume.

Overwriting a Host Data Collector installation
• When performing an overwrite installation or upgrade installation of Host Data Collector, an

installation message and button label might not appear correctly. If Host Data Collector cannot
be installed, uninstall and then reinstall it.

• After an overwrite installation, all Host Data Collector properties are set to their default values.

• During an overwrite installation of Host Data Collector on Windows, information about the
installation directory and port number do not appear correctly.

• When performing an overwrite installation of Host Data Collector, the system prompts you to
specify a new installation path and port number. Specify the same installation path and port
number used in the previous installation.

Using Host Data Collector on a Solaris 9 host
Solaris 9 CPU usage might increase to 100% if Host Data Collector attempts to register a Windows
host. If this occurs, reboot the Solaris server.

Logical groups list
When multiple filter conditions are specified for the logical groups list, only the first condition is effective.
If multiple filter conditions are required, repeat filtering one at a time, cumulatively.

Capacity search condition
If you saved a search condition containing a capacity attribute as a private search condition, you
might not be able to change it to a public search condition. If this occurs, save it as a public search
condition first.

Filtering in the Logical Group dialog box
When adding volumes in the Logical Group dialog box, you cannot filter by the Encryption column.
If this occurs, filter the volumes with some other criteria first, and then try to sort by the Encryption
column.

Filtering by capacity
Do not use the = (equal) operator to filter by capacity. Use the > (greater than), < (less than), >=
(greater than or equal to), or <= (less than or equal to) operators to filter by capacity.
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Warning banner preview
The preview of the warning banner in the setting dialog box does not appear correctly.
Confirm the warning banner in the login dialog box.

Warning banner settings
When you create warning banner messages using the hcmdsbanner command, only the following
HTML tags can be used for warning banners:
<b> </b>
<i> </i>
<center> </center>
<br>
<div dir=”ltr”> </div>
<div dir=”rtl”> </div>
<div style=”direction:ltr”> </div>
<div style=”direction:rtl”> </div>

Creating and allocating volumes
The following items cannot be filtered in the Select THP Pool dialog box:

• Used Capacity

• Subscription

Allocate Volumes dialog box and Unallocate Volumes dialog box
If a WWN of a host side is changed by another browser when the Allocate Volumes dialog box
appears, an internal error might occur. If this occurs, restart the browser.
The WWN might be changed by another browser when nothing appears in the Plan Summary of the
Unallocate Volumes dialog box. If this occurs, restart the dialog box.

Created volumes capacity
When you allocate or create volumes and you do not use whole numbers to specify the capacity, the
volumes might not be created with the specified capacity. If this occurs, delete the created volumes,
and then allocate or create volumes again by specifying the block.

Automatic screen refresh
Even if information displayed on the screen changes during task execution, it might not update
automatically. If this occurs, refresh the screen manually.

Allocate Volumes dialog box
When the Allocate Volumes dialog box is launched from the Smart pool screen and the Show Plan
button is clicked, the KAIC15294-E error occurs if the volume capacity specified is less than the
minimum value. If this occurs, specify a volume capacity that is more than the minimum value appearing
in the dialog box.

Unallocate Volumes dialog box
If the target volume is deleted during the unallocate volume operation, the KAIC43001-E message
might appear.
If this occurs, open the Unallocate Volumes dialog box and retry deleting the target volume.
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Operation not complete after logging in to GUI
When the operation is not complete 30 minutes after logging in to the GUI, the following error might
occur.
The session is not valid. You must log in again.

KAIC16009-E

If this occurs, log in again.

Task status in the Task Details dialog box
If the Device Manager service stops while a task is executing, even if the status of the task changes to
the Failure status, the Status column in the Task Details dialog box might display Waiting.
If this happens, any tasks whose status appears as Waiting in the Status column are not performed,
so create the tasks again as necessary.

Edit LUN Paths
The Status column of Path Information displays Waiting or blank in the Task Detail dialog box of Edit
LUN Paths.

Task dialog box
When the Allocate Volumes dialog box is launched with 30 or more hosts, it might not be updated.
If this occurs, refresh the task dialog box.

Host list
When multiple hosts are registered by a virtualization server, the task status shows a dash (—) for the
second and subsequent hosts. The task status appears under the host list on the Administration tab.

Mozilla 1.7.13 (HP-UX 11i v3)
If the Device Manager GUI uses Mozilla 1.7.13 on HP-UX 11i v3 for PA-RISC, the IPv6 protocol cannot
be used to communicate with the Device Manager server.

Refreshing or configuration change of storage systems
When the refreshing or configuration change of the following storage systems is performed during
refreshing or auto refreshing of the same storage system, the subsequent refreshing or configuration
change might generate the KAIC05000-E error if the preceding refreshing does not succeed or the
preceding auto refreshing does not find configuration change:
• XP12000/XP10000/SVS200

• XP24000/XP20000

• XP P9500
If this occurs, perform the operation (refreshing or configuration change of the storage system) again.

Using the CLI GetLogicalGroup command to view the elements of logical groups
Note the following when using the CLI GetLogicalGroup command to view both logical group
information and information about the elements of logical groups:
• Do not place 16,384 volume paths or more in a logical group.

• Do not view 16,384 logical group volume paths or more at once.

• Delete unnecessary logical groups.
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To confirm the number of paths in a logical group, view the logical group information without including
the paths of the elements in the logical group, and then check the number of volume paths in the logical
group.
If above steps are not followed, and the number of logical groups and the number of volume paths in
the logical groups becomes too large, a lot of memory will be used, which might cause the system
response time to increase and errors to occur.

Allocating volumes
In the Allocate Volumes, Allocate Like Volumes, or Add Storage for vCenter Plug-in combo dialog box,
if the number of pools or volumes in a storage system is large and Any is selected from the storage
system combo box, the KAIC15005-E error might occur and the selection of volumes that meet the
conditions might not succeed.
If this occurs, allocate volumes after selecting a storage system in the Resources tab.

Sorting multiple columns
If multiple columns are sorted, the KAIC16902–E, KAIC16193—E, or KAIC16009–E error might
occur.
If this occurs, reopen the screen and reduce the number of columns to be sorted.

Displaying logical group nodes in the Mobility tab
When the volume list in a logical group in the Mobility tab appears, the KAIC16902-E error might
occur.
If this occurs, the conditions of the logical group might be incorrect.
If this occurs again, review the conditions of the logical group from the Edit Logical Group dialog box.

Displaying the GUI list of alerts
If there are more than 131,072 alerts, then the KAIC15857-W message occurs and the list of alerts
is not displayed. Dispose of the alerts at regular intervals and remove alerts from the list. If 131,072
alerts are exceeded, execute the CLI DeleteAlerts command to delete some of the alerts.

Operations of a parity group for mainframes in the Create Volumes dialog box and the
Allocate Volumes dialog box

The KAIC15023-W message occurs because Device Manager does not support operations to parity
groups for mainframes when the following functions to parity groups for mainframes are performed:

• Create Volumes

• Allocate Volumes

Internet Explorer 9.0 InPrivate browsing
During InPrivate Browsing Mode, the browsing history might remain in the browser.

Internet Explorer 9.0 Download Manager
Download information of CSV export does not appear in the download manager screen of Internet
Explorer 9.0.
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Using the GUI with Windows Server 2003 and Windows Server 2008
Because Internet Explorer on Windows Server 2003 and Windows Server 2008 enables Internet
Explorer Enhanced Security Configuration (IE ESC) by default, you might experience the following
situations:

• Loading animation does not move.

• You cannot download files from a server with HTTPS enabled.
If this occurs, disable the Configure IE ESC.

Enabling SSL between the Device Manager server and management clients when using
Firefox

To enable SSL4 between the Device Manager server and management clients by using Firefox, perform
the following operations:
1. Disable SSL between the Device Manager server and management clients.
2. Register the license files.
3. Enable SSL between the Device Manager server and management clients.
4For details about enabling SSL, see Security settings for Device Manager server (communication with
the GUI or CLI) in the HP XP P9000 Command View Advanced Edition Suite Software Administrator
Guide.

Displaying THP pool names and pool identifiers
A THP pool name is managed in Device Manager and Remote Web Console, respectively.
As a result, naming or changing pool name in Remote Web Console is not reflected in Device Manager.
In addition, a THP pool identifier is "THP" (prefix) and the THP pool identifier number in Device
Manager. Meanwhile, it is THP pool name (arbitrary) and the THP pool identifier number in Remote
Web Console.
Therefore, verify the numbers included in each of the THP pool identifiers to associate the THP pool
on Device Manager with the one in Remote Web Console.

CLI copy pair operations
While a HiScan command is running, CLI copy pair operation might not succeed. If this occurs,
refresh the target storage system of the CLI copy pair operation, check PAIR status of the copy pair,
and do the CLI copy pair operation again.

Changing status of copy pair by CLI
Do not specify the copytracksize parameter when the CLI ModifyReplication command is
executed and the status of XP Snapshot is changed.

Creating XP Snapshot, Snapshot, or Business Copy pairs
When XP Snapshot, Snapshot, or Business Copy pairs are created by using CLI commands, the same
volume cannot be used by the following combinations of copy types:

• XP Snapshot and Business Copy

• Snapshot and Business Copy

• Fast Snap and Business Copy

Filtering function of Plug-in for Virtualization Server Provisioning
If five or more filter conditions are set in the filtering function of the Tasks tab, the label name (Attribute,
Value) does not display, but the filtering function remains in effect.
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Updating the display information of Plug-in for Virtualization Server Provisioning
If an operation on the VMware ESX server or on a storage system is performed, the information
provided by Plug-in for Virtualization Server Provisioning might not be updated.
If the display information is not updated, log in to Plug-in for Virtualization Server Provisioning again.

Editing external paths
In Edit External Paths dialog box launched from Virtualization Volumes dialog box, a volume
virtualization task selecting 9 or more external paths can be executed. However, the task generates
the KAIC15001-E error.
When creating external paths in a volume virtualization task, select 8 or fewer external paths
(specification of storage systems).
If this occurs, delete the external paths and execute the volume virtualization task again.

Virtualizing storage devices
If you perform a volume virtualization task created under all of the following conditions in the Virtualize
Volumes dialog box, the task generates a KAIC15001-E error:

• The external paths are set to the volumes that are selected when you launch the Virtualize Volumes
dialog box.

• Both of the ports on the internal storage side and external storage side in the external paths
described in the first condition are selected.

Virtualize a storage device by either of the following methods:
Using the GUI: Perform either of the following operations, and then retry the volume virtualization task.

• Cancel the external path assigned to the external volumes.

• Create a new path by selecting a port other than the ports of the internal storage system, or by
selecting a port other than the ports of the external storage system.

Not using the GUI:

• CLI AddExternalArrayGroup command.

• Element Manager, Remote Web Console, or XP Remote Web Console.

Storage device virtualization tasks
If a storage device virtualization task failed by interception, the volume of an external storage system
may remain being allocated to an internal storage system.
If this occurs, virtualize a storage device with either of the following methods:
Using the GUI:
Perform either of the following operations, and then retry the volume virtualization task.

• Cancel the external path assigned to the external volumes.

• Create a new path by selecting a port other than the ports of the internal storage system, or by
selecting a port other than the ports of the external storage system.

Not using for GUI:

• CLI AddExternalArrayGroup command.

• Element Manager, XP P9000 Remote Web Console, or XP Remote Web Console.

NOTE: If the solution is not performed and a storage device virtualization task specifying the remaining
volumes is executed, the task generates the KAIC15001-E error. If this occurs, perform the solution
above.
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Capacity information in the Plan Confirmation window of Plug-in for Virtualization Server
Provisioning

When a user executes an addstorage operation specifying a capacity that includes a value below
the decimal point, the capacity information in the Plan Confirmation window might be different from
the capacity specified by the user.
However, the value entered by the user appears in VMware vSphere Client.

Volume allocation processing in Plug-in for Virtualization Server Provisioning
The volume capacity that can be allocated at one time in Plug-in for Virtualization Server Provisioning
must be less than 2 TB.

The number of resources that can be managed by Plug-in for Virtualization Server
Provisioning

The number of resources that can be managed by Plug-in for Virtualization Server Provisioning is based
on the number of resources that can be managed by Device Manager.
Use a configuration whose number of resources does not exceed the number that Device Manager
can manage.

Script error in Plug-in for Virtualization Server Provisioning
If Flash Player 10.1 or 10.2 is used, a script error might occur.
If this occurs, Device Manager and VMware vCenter Server continue to function normally. Close the
script error dialog box and continue operations.

Displaying the Plug-in for Virtualization Server Provisioning hosts for the first time
When VMware vCenter Server 4.1 is used, it might take some time to display the hosts for the first
time after logging in.
Wait several minutes because Device Manager information is synchronizing with VMware vCenter
Server information.

KAIC07661-E error in Plug-in for Virtualization Server Provisioning
When the Add Storage operation is performed, if the KAIC07661-E error occurs and the VMware
vSphere API name embedded in the message is QueryVmfsDatastoreCreateOptions, the
condition of volumes might be invalid.
Change the specified condition of the Add Storage operation or ask the Storage Administrator to
delete the volumes and create a new volume.

KAIC07663-E in Plug-in for Virtualization Server Provisioning
When the Add Storage operation is performed, the KAIC07663-E message might occur if you
attempt to allocate a beyond the maximum number of recognizable storage devices by the VMware
ESX Server.
Confirm the maximum number of recognizable storage devices by the VMware ESX Server, and then,
after unallocating the volumes from the VMware ESX Server, perform the Add Storage operation
again.
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Changing the access port number of the HBase Storage Mgmt Web Service
To change the access port number of the HBase Storage Mgmt Web Service, do not specify the
following ports:

• 1(tcpmux)

• 7(echo)

• 9(discard)

• 11(systat)

• 13(daytime)

• 15(netstat)

• 17(qotd)

• 19(chargen)

• 20(FTP Data)

• 21(FTP Control)

• 22(ssh)

• 23(telnet)

• 25(smtp)

• 37(time)

• 42(name)

• 43(nicname)

• 53(domain)

• 77(privrjs)

• 79(finger)

• 87(ttylink)

• 95(supdup)

• 101(hostriame)

• 102(iso-tsap)

• 103(gppitnp)

• 104(acrnema)

• 109(pop2)

• 110(pop3)

• 111(sunrpc)

• 113(auth)

• 115(sftp)

• 117(uucp-path)

• 119(nntp)

• 123(ntp)

• 135(loc-srv / epmap)

• 139(netbios)

• 143(imap2)
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• 179(bgp)

• 389(ldap)

• 465(smtp+ssl)

• 512(print / exec)

• 513(login)

• 514(shell)

• 515(printer)

• 526(tempo)

• 530(courier)

• 531(chat)

• 532(netnews)

• 540(uucp)

• 556(remotefs)

• 563(nntp+ssl)

• 587(smtp)

• 601(syslog)

• 636(ldap+ssl)

• 993(ldap+ssl)

• 995(pop3+ssl)

• 2049(nfs)

• 4045(lockd)

• 6000(x11)

GUI operations after upgrading Device Manager
After upgrading Device Manager, reboot the browser used as the GUI or clear a cache of the browser,
and log into Command View Advanced Edition Suite products.
If the above operation is not performed, the GUI might be inoperative.

Screen appearance
The information might not appear on the screen or the screen might be frozen. If this occurs, refresh
the screen or log in again.

The task details dialog box for starting monitoring, stopping monitoring, starting
relocation, and stopping relocation

The KAIC06400-E error of a storage system might occur in the message column of the pool selected
in the Task detail dialog box.
Check the monitoring status or relocation status of the pool in the pool list.

Editing tiering policy
The KAIC15017-E error occurs incorrectly when the tiering policies for reserved THP volumes are
edited.
If this occurs, check the status of the THP volumes.
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Operating the Device Manager GUI
Before completion of drawing a view, do not operate anything for it. If you do so, an unexpected
error such as KAIC16009-E might occur. If this occurs, try the operation again. If this symptom
continuously occurs, log in to the Device Manager again and retry the operation.

View of virtual machine information in Delete Storage window
When a volume is mapped to a virtual machine as a Raw device, information on a virtual machine
mapped volume might not appear in the Delete Storage window of the Plug-in for Virtualization Server
Provisioning.
If this occurs, confirm the configuration of the virtual machine with VMware vSphere Client.

Executing tasks
If an operation (such as the user is locked, the user's permissions are changed, or the user is deleted)
is performed to the user who registers a task, the task execution is not cancelled. Likewise, even if the
user group to which the user belongs or authorized resource groups are changed, the task execution
is still not cancelled. Check the status of all tasks, and then cancel the task manually. If the task is not
cancelled, the task might not execute.

Setting and using storage resource access control
If any of the following operations are performed, and then other Device Manager operations are
performed, the windows might appear incorrectly or a KAIC15001-E error might occur. If this occurs,
restart the Device Manager server.

• Storage resource access control is simultaneously specified for multiple users.

• When resource group settings and configuration changes are performed at the same time for the
same resource from the Device Manager CLI, Tiered Storage Manager, or Replication Manger.

• The operation to set storage resource access control for storage resources are not performed
successfully.

Large-scale storage system operations
When the GUI or CLI is used to add, refresh, edit, or remove storage systems, consider the following
conditions:

• Make sure that the total number of LDEVs of the storage systems where the operations are in
progress at the same time does not exceed 128,000.

• If operations are consecutively executed, wait for one or more minutes after the execution of the
previous operation has been finished, and then execute the next operation.

When Replication Manager is used and copy group information is viewed
From the Pair Configurations view in Replication Manager, the value for the number of viewable copy
pairs appearing in the Visible/Total column in the Copy Group Summary is sometimes different from
the actual number of copy pairs appearing in the Pairs tab.
The total number of copy pairs appearing in the Pairs tab is the actual number of viewable copy pairs.
This behavior occurs when all of the following conditions are met:

• No Replication Manager license is registered, and Replication Manager is started from Device
Manager.

• From the Pair Configurations view (accessible via Explorer→Resources→Pair Configurations), the
Copy Pair Summary is viewed (accessible by selecting Pair Configurations→Pair Management
Servers→Config Files→Copy Groups).

• Copy pairs that cannot be viewed are in the copy group selected in the previous condition.
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Allocate Smart Tiers Software volumes
To allocate Smart Tiers Software volumes that have been allocated to hosts, perform either of the
following operations:

• Allocate volumes from the search result window

• Allocate volumes from the logical group window

KAIC15001-E error message in the GUI
If the GUI displays the KAIC15001-E error message, startup of Device Manager might not have
completed successfully. The following might be the cause:

• Ports required to start Device Manager are used by other processes.
Verify the ports described in the Port settings of the HP XP P9000 Command View Advanced Edition
Suite Software Administrator Guide are not being used by other processes.

Using Device Manager to manage a virtual machine
When Device Manager manages a virtual machine, the characters of the machine name in the following
appear as encoded characters:

• In the GUI:
The value of VMname displayed in a virtual machine name subwindow

• In the CLI:
The name attribute values for VM instances that are collected by executing the GetHost command.

The following characters might appear as encoded characters.

Displayed characterCharacter#

%25%1

%2f/2

%5c\3

Registering and refreshing hosts
The KAIC169001-E message might appear when communications between Host Data Collector and
target multiple hosts are not successful in registering or refreshing hosts.
If this occurs, close the browser and then log in again five minutes later.

When HiRDB is installed in the system
During Common Component installation, HiRDB will be installed as the database management system.
However, as a result, Command View Advanced Edition Suite products will not be able to operate
together with the following list of HiRDB products. If any of these HiRDB products has been installed
on a computer, do not install Command View Advanced Edition Suite products on that computer.
Similarly, do not install any of these HiRDB products on a computer with Command View Advanced
Edition Suite products installed.

• HiRDB/Single Server

• HiRDB/Parallel Server

• HiRDB/Workgroup Server

• HiRDB/Run Time
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• HiRDB/Developer's Kit

• HiRDB/SQL Executer

Adjusting the computer's time
If a computer's time is changed while the services of Common Component and Command View
Advanced Edition Suite products are running, Device Manager might not operate correctly. If you
need to change the time, do so before installing.
If you want to automatically adjust the time by using a protocol such as NTP, use a function that can
gradually adjust the computer time without immediately synchronizing the time when the computer
time is ahead of the actual time. There are some functions that gradually adjust the time if the difference
between the computer time and the actual time is within a certain fixed range, but immediately
synchronize the time if the time difference exceeds that range. Set the frequency of the time adjustments
for the function that you are using so that the time difference does not exceed the fixed range.
For example, the Windows Time service can gradually adjust the computer time without synchronizing
it to the actual time as long as the difference between the computer time and the actual time does not
exceed a fixed range. Therefore, check the range in which the Windows Time service can gradually
adjust the time, and then set the frequency of the time adjustments for the Windows Time service so
that the difference between the computer time and the actual time does not exceed that range.
If you cannot use functionality that adjusts the time automatically, or if you need to change the time
immediately, perform the following procedure to change the time manually:
1. Stop the services of Common Component and all Command View Advanced Edition Suite products.
2. To set the clock back, wait until the actual clock time catches up to the computer clock time, and

then restart the computer.
When using the Device Manager server in a time zone within the United States or Canada, set the
operating system of the computer on which the Device Manager server will be installed so that the
operating system is compatible with the new Daylight Saving Time (DST) rules. If the operating system
is not compatible with the new DST rules, the Device Manager server will not be compatible with the
new rules either.

Firewall functions (Windows)
Some of the firewall functions of the operating system might block socket connections on the local host.
You cannot install and operate Command View Advanced Edition Suite products in an environment
in which socket connections are blocked on the local host. When setting up a firewall in the operating
system, configure the settings so that socket connections are not blocked on the local host.

TMP environment variable (Windows)
If multi-byte characters are included in a Windows login account name, they will also be included in
the path specified in the TMP environment variable, and you will not be able to install the Command
View Advanced Edition Suite. Specify a path that does not contain multi-byte characters for the TMP
environment variable before performing an installation.

Terminal service (Windows)
You cannot execute the Command View Advanced Edition Suite installer as a RemoteApp in the
terminal service of Windows Server 2008 or Windows Server 2008 R2.
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Symbolic links (Linux)
Ensure that the symbolic links indicated in the following table are not set. If any are set, installation
might not be successful.

LocationSymbolic link destination

/optFile system for installation

/var/optLog output directory

/var/tmpTemporary directory

Under /opt/CVXPAE5Installation directory for the Device Manager server and any
directories under the installation directory

Under /var/opt/CVXPAE5Installation directory for Command View Advanced Edition
Suite products and any directories under the installation
directory

Under /var/opt/CVXPAE /database5Installation directory for the Common Component database
and any directories under the installation directory Under /var/opt/CVXPAE /database/Base5

Under /var/opt/CVXPAE/database/DeviceManager5Installation directory for the Device Manager server database
and any directories under the installation directory

Under /var/opt/ CVXPAE /database/HTSM5Installation directory for the Tiered Storage Manager server
database and any directories

Under /var/opt/ CVXPAE /database/HRpM5Installation directory for the Replication Manager server
database and any directories

5This is the default installation directory.

Permissions for the installation directory
Grant all users read and execution permissions to the installation directory, as well as all directories
below it. In Linux, the directory specified as the installation directory will have its permissions set to
775. Specify an installation directory for which there will be no issues if the permissions are changed
to 775.

SMI-S Indication function
In interop namespace, only the query described in SMI-S1.3 can be set for the Query property of
CIM_IndicationFilter.

Host name length of Device Manager agent host
The host name length of the Device Manager agent host must be 50 bytes or less.

Prerequisites
Superseded version
7.5.0-05
See the HP XP P9000 Command View Advanced Edition Suite Software System Requirements for
complete product requirements.
Applicable product version
7.6.0-00
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Installation instructions
Manual references
For installation information, see the following manual sections:

ManualComponent

HP XP P9000 Command View Advanced Edition Suite
Software Installation and Configuration Guide

Device Manager server

HP XP P9000 Command View Advanced Edition Suite
Software Administrator Guide

HP XP P9000 Command View Advanced Edition Suite
Software User Guide

Device Manager GUI

Device Manager online help

HP XP P9000 Command View Advanced Edition Suite
Software CLI Reference Guide

Device Manager CLI

HP XP P9000 Command View Advanced Edition Suite
Software Installation and Configuration Guide

Device Manager agent

HP XP P9000 Command View Advanced Edition Suite
Software Administrator Guide

HP XP P9000 Command View Advanced Edition Suite
Software Mainframe Agent Installation and Configuration
Guide

Mainframe agent

Compatibility/interoperability
No issues.

Revision information
For this release, software and documentation revision levels are as follows:

Device Manager Software 7.6.0-00
• HP XP P9000 Command View Advanced Edition Suite Software System Requirements

(TB581-96371) Version 7.6.0-00
• HP XP P9000 Command View Advanced Edition Suite Software Installation and Configuration

Guide (TB581-96359) Version 7.6.0-00
• HP XP P9000 Command View Advanced Edition Suite Software Administrator Guide

(TB581-96360) Version 7.6.0-00
• HP XP P9000 Command View Advanced Edition Suite Software CLI Reference

Guide(TB581-96363) Version 7.6.0-00
• HP XP P9000 Command View Advanced Edition Suite Software User Guide (TB581-96365)

Version 7.6.0-00
• HP XP P9000 Command View Advanced Edition Suite Software Plug-in for Virtualization Server

Provisioning User Guide (TB581-96089) Version 7.2.0-00
• HP XP P9000 Command View Advanced Edition Suite Software Mainframe Agent Installation

and Configuration Guide (TB581-96078) Version 7.1.0-00
• HP XP P9000 Command View Advanced Edition Suite Software Mainframe Agent Release Notes

(TB581-96340) Version 7.1.0-00
• HP XP P9000 Command View Advanced Edition Suite Release Notes (TB581-96366) Version

7.6.0-00
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Replication Manager Software 7.6.0-00
• HP XP P9000 Replication Manager Software Application Agent CLI Reference Guide

(TB584-96079) Version 7.6.0-00
• HP XP P9000 Replication Manager Software Configuration Guide (TB584-96076) Version

7.6.0-00
• HP XP P9000 Replication Manager Software User Guide (TB584-96077) Version 7.6.0-00

• HP XP P9000 Replication Manager Software Application Agent CLI User Guide (TB584-96080)
Version 7.6.0-00

• HP XP P9000 Replication Manager Software Release Notes (TB584-96081) Version 7.6.0-00

Tiered Storage Manager Software 7.6.0-00
• HP XP P9000 Tiered Storage Manager Software CLI Reference Guide (TB585-96029) Version

7.4.1-00
• HP XP P9000 Tiered Storage Manager Software Release Notes (TB585-96033) Version 7.6.0-00
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